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The Eastern Frontier 2019-06-27 transoxania khurasan and ukharistan which comprise large parts of
today s central asia have long been an important frontier zone in the late antique and early
medieval periods the region was both an eastern political boundary for persian and islamic empires
and a cultural border separating communities of sedentary farmers from pastoral nomads given its
peripheral location the history of the eastern frontier in this period has often been shown
through the lens of expanding empires however in this book robert haug argues for a pre modern
central asia with a discrete identity a region that is not just a transitory space or the far
flung corner of empires but its own historical entity from this locally specific perspective the
book takes the reader on a 900 year tour of the area from sasanian control through the umayyads
and abbasids to the quasi independent dynasties of the tahirids and the samanids drawing on an
impressive array of literary numismatic and archaeological sources haug reveals the unique and
varied challenges the eastern frontier presented to imperial powers that strove to integrate the
area into their greater systems this is essential reading for all scholars working on early
islamic iranian and central asian history as well as those with an interest in the dynamics of
frontier regions
The Eastern Frontier 1970 traces the early cultural and social development of the rough lawless
wilderness settlements of maine and new hampshire
Report on the Eastern Frontier of British India 1835 starting out as a narrative of the clinton
sullivan expedition against the iroquois in central new york state this book quickly became a
story of the contributions women made to the settling of the upper susquehanna valley their daily
efforts to maintain a household in times of multiple dangers wildlife disease hostile indians lack
of medical help accidents food shortages and the weather this tale weaves their stories into a
narrative that includes the actual history of the area be entertained and educated as you follow
this exciting story of true life on the frontier as it was in the 1770 s on the upper susquehanna
Wild Races of the Eastern Frontier of India 1984 late antiquity was an eventful period on the
eastern frontier of the roman empire from the failure of the emperor julian s invasion of persia
in 363 ad to the overwhelming victory of the emperor heraclius in 628 the romans and persians were
engaged in almost constant conflict this book sequel to the volume covering the years 226 363 ad
provides translations of key texts on relations between the opposing sides taken from a wide range
of sources many have never before been available in a modern language and all are fully set in
context with expert commentary and extensive annotation for more information please visit the
author s supplementary website at aix1 uottawa ca greatrex ref html
The Eastern Frontier of India 2018 the eastern frontier of the roman empire extended from northern
syria to the western caucasus across a remote and desolate region 800 miles from the aegean it
followed the great euphrates valley to penetrate the harsh mountains of armenia minor and south of
the black sea along the pontic coast to the finally reach the foothills of the caucasus though
vast this terrain has long remained one of the great gaps in our knowledge of the ancient world
barely visited and effectively unknown until now here timothy bruce mitford offers an account of
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half a century of research and exploration over sensitive territory in challenging conditions to
discover the material remains of rome s last unexplored frontier the geographical framework
introduces frontier installations as they occur fortresses and forts roads bridges signalling
stations and navigation of the euphrates the journey is enriched with observations of consuls and
travellers memories of turkish and kurdish villagers and notes and photographs of a way of life
little changed since antiquity the process of discovery was mainly on foot staying in villages
with local guides following ancient tracks and conversing with great numbers of people provincial
and district governors village elders and teachers police and jandarma farmers and shepherds and
everyone in between this came with its perils and pleasures encounters with treasure hunters and
apparent bandits tales of saints and caravans arrests and death threats bears and wild boars rafts
and fishing earthquakes all amid the tumultuous events of the second half of the twentieth century
richly illustrated with large scale maps photographs and sketches this is an account of travel and
discovery set against a background of a disappearing world encountered in the long process of
academic exploration
WOMEN of the Eastern Frontier! 2006-07 the crisis of the third century saw rome not only embroiled
in contests of succeeding short lived emperors but assailed by an increasing variety of hostile
peoples from outside its frontiers owing to the complex racial interplay of this period the
sources for its history have to be compiled from a wide variety of sources the least adequate are
those in latin the imperial lives of the historia augusta these have to be supplemented by the
greek chronicles of zosimus and john malalas of antioch as well as the armenian history of moses
of chorene the arabic history of the arabs of al tabari as well as inscriptions in greek latin
hebrew syrian and other languages this volume collects these diverse sources for the first time in
english translation and will be a uniquely valuable resource for scholars working on a period of
roman history that is attracting increasing attention
The Eastern Frontier of India 1835 late antiquity was an eventful period on the eastern frontier
of the roman empire from the failure of the emperor julian s invasion of persia in 363 ad to the
overwhelming victory of the emperor heraclius in 628 the romans and persians were engaged in
almost constant conflict this book sequel to the volume covering the years 226 363 ad provides
translations of key texts on relations between the opposing sides taken from a wide range of
sources many have never before been available in a modern language and all are fully set in
context with expert commentary and extensive annotation for more information please visit the
author s supplementary website at aix1 uottawa ca greatrex ref html
Wild Races of the Eastern Frontier of India 1984 in the mohawk valley during the colonial period
sir william johnson struggles to create an america where the settlers and the native americans can
live together in harmony reprint
The Roman Eastern Frontier and the Persian Wars AD 363-628 2005-06-29 america s westward expansion
involved more than pushing the frontier across the mississippi toward the pacific it also
consisted of urbanizing undeveloped regions of the colonial states in 1810 new york s future
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governor dewitt clinton marveled that the rage for erecting villages is a perfect mania the
development of rochester and syracuse illuminates the national experience of internal economic and
cultural colonization during the first half of the nineteenth century architectural historian
diane shaw examines the ways in which these new cities were shaped by a variety of constituents
founders merchants politicians and settlers as opportunities to extend the commercial and social
benefits of the market economy and a merchant culture to america s interior at the same time she
analyzes how these priorities resulted in a new approach to urban planning according to shaw city
founders and residents deliberately arranged urban space into three segmented districts commercial
industrial and civic to promote a self fulfilling vision of a profitable and urbane city shaw
uncovers a distinctly new model of urbanization that challenges previous paradigms of the physical
and social construction of nineteenth century cities within two generations the new cities of
rochester and syracuse were sorted at multiple scales including not only the functional definition
of districts but also the refinement of building types and styles the stratification of building
interiors by floor and even the coding of public space by class gender and race shaw s
groundbreaking model of early nineteenth century urban design and spatial culture is a major
contribution to the interdisciplinary study of the american city
Discovering Rome's Eastern Frontier 2021-11-30 excitement abounds in scott weidensaul s detailed
history of the first clashes between european settlers and native americans on the east coast
nancy marie brown author of the far traveler voyages of a viking woman frontier the word carries
the inevitable scent of the west but before custer or lewis and clark before the first conestoga
wagons rumbled across the plains it was the east that marked the frontier the boundary between
complex native cultures and the first colonizing europeans here is the older wilder darker history
of a time when the land between the atlantic and the appalachians was contested ground when
radically different societies adopted and adapted the ways of the other while struggling for
control of what all considered to be their land the first frontier traces two and a half centuries
of history through poignant mostly unheralded personal stories like that of a harvard educated
indian caught up in seventeenth century civil warfare a mixed blood interpreter trying to straddle
his white and native heritage and a puritan woman wielding a scalping knife whose bloody deeds
still resonate uneasily today it is the first book in years to paint a sweeping picture of the
eastern frontier combining vivid storytelling with the latest research to bring to life modern
america s tumultuous uncertain beginnings exciting and revealing a stirring panorama of the land
and the peoples who made their mark on it from the late sixteenth to eighteenth centuries this is
a rich tableau that both excites and informs about the forging of early american society booklist
weidensaul s delightful storytelling brings to life the terrors and hopes of the earliest days of
america publishers weekly
The Eastern Frontier of New York 1937 a history of the conquest and servitude of the khoisan in
the cape eastern frontier
Report on the Eastern Frontier of British India 1966 in this 1914 work shakespear describes the
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history of the remote north eastern frontier of india and its tribes
The Roman Eastern Frontier and the Persian Wars AD 226-363 2002-11-01 this volume is part of a two
volume set isbn 9781407387277 volume i isbn 9781407387284 volume ii isbn 9780860547006 volume set
The Eastern Frontier of British India, 1784-1826 1946 this volume is part of a two volume set isbn
9781407387277 volume i isbn 9781407387284 volume ii isbn 9780860547006 volume set
The Roman Eastern Frontier and the Persian Wars AD 363-628 2005-06-29
The Firekeeper 1996-07-30
The Eastern frontier of the Roman Empire : proceedings of a colloquium held at Ankara in September
1988. 1 (1989) 1989
The Eastern Frontier of the Roman Empire 1989
City Building on the Eastern Frontier 2020-03-03
Boundaries and Identities 1996
The Eastern Frontier 1987
The First Frontier 2012-02-08
Frontier and Overseas Expeditions from India 2006-02-01
Masters and Servants on the Cape Eastern Frontier, 1760-1803 1999-07-08
Sketch of the Eastern Frontier of the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope 2017
Case of the Colonists of the Eastern Frontier of the Cape of Good Hope, in Reference to the Kaffir
Wars of 1835-36 and 1846 1879
The North-eastern Frontier 1980
The Roman Eastern Frontier and the Persian Wars 1991
History of Upper Assam, Upper Burmah and North-Eastern Frontier 2012-04-26
Moccasin Trails of the French and Indian War 1995
The Roman Eastern Frontier and the Persian Wars 2002
The Eastern Frontier of Western Europe 1997
The Eastern Frontier of the Roman Empire, Part i 1989-12-31
The Eastern Frontier of the Roman Empire, Part Ii 1989-12-31
Roman Military Architecture on the Eastern Frontier 1996
Report on the Eastern Frontier of British India 1966
Frontier and Overseas Expeditions from India: North & North-Eastern Frontier tribes 1983
The McMahon Line and After 1974
Report by Mr. A. Hosie on a Journey to the Eastern Frontier of Thibet 1905
North-eastern Frontier of India 1994
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